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International law firm BCLP has advised London-based coworking provider Techspace on the lease

of a new location in Berlin.

The property is a commercial building at Dieffenbachstraße 33 in Berlin-Kreuzberg owned by project

developer INCEPT GmbH, a company of the ZIEGERT Group. Techspace has leased the entire 4,500-

square-meter building and plans to move in by early 2025. Berlin-based architect Julian

Breinersdorfer will oversee the extensive renovation.

This location will be the third for Techspace in Berlin. The building at Dieffenbachstraße 33 was

originally constructed at the end of the 19th century as a piano factory. Today, it’s one of the last

remaining commercial buildings in the trendy Graefekiez district. In total, the building comprises

seven floors.

The Berlin-based BCLP team was led by Partner Dr. Albrecht von Breitenbuch. The advisory team

also included Counsel Dirk Ehleben and Associate Valeria Podmogilni.
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This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.


